FINISHING TOUCH

Eye-catching extras that elevate the room.

BY TRACY BULLA

1 Part of Nest Studio's Bespoke Collection, the dramatically scaled Ram's Head references both Hollywood Regency and midcentury modern. Made of solid polished bronze, the handle comes in right- and left-handed options and can be mounted back-to-back on doors to create a full ram's head.

2 Kikkerland's asymmetrical coasters enliven and protect table surfaces in playful shapes and colors. The individual coasters come together to form an imaginative heart-shaped trivet ($20).

3 Zuo's recently launched Zuo Décor division unveils a fresh, invigorating collection of accent furniture and accessories, such as mirrors, pillows, trays and art. Highlights include the cylindrical, contemporary Stoneware bottles and candle holders, juxtaposing vibrant ceramic glazes with a stone gray finish.

4 Heymat marries industrial-quality design with crisp, contemporary style, expressed in an array of entryway mats that double up for outdoor use. The highly durable, generously sized mats remain firmly in place with a rubber backing designed to stop mud, dirt and more at the door.

5 Fiesta renders the kitchen even more colorful with a new collection of licensed tiles for countertops and backsplashes from Limelight Tile & Ceramics. Made in the USA, the tiles pay homage to Fiesta's classic dinnerware motifs including concentric circles and Art Deco and are offered in signature shades such as Daffodil, Lapis, Poppy, Tangerine, Sunflower and Lemongrass ($5 to $9 per tile).